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Abstract 
This paper briefly introduces the concept of digital industrial park, discusses the classification and evaluation, composition and
division, as well as preview and assess of response ability of the emergency treatment system for digital industrial parks, analyzes 
the problems of the emergency treatment system, and pointed out the improving way at last. 
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1. Foreword 
In recent years, with the fast development of information technology, network communication technology, space 
technology, etc. and through their interaction with globe science, the concepts of digital earth and digital city are 
becoming more and more popular. In the process of digital city construction, its important portion, digital industrial 
park has to be focused on. Because it is critical for raising a city’s and even a state’s GDP. 
2. Digital Industrial Park 
2.1. Definition of Digital Industrial Park 
Digital industrial park integrates with computer technology, modern communication technology and automatic 
control technology. It makes use of geo-information system, remote sensing, GPS, broadband multi-media network 
and virtual reality technology to serve enterprises within the park. Digital industrial park bears the functions of 
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digitalization, networking, virtual reality, optimized decision support, and visualization. Such functions cover 
geography, resources, economics, environment, enterprises, and communities in the park. 
2.2. Features of Digital Industrial Park 
Digital industrial park bears the following important features: 
1) Networking 
2) Standardization 
3) Integrity 
4) High Intelligence 
5) Openness. 
2.3. Position of Digital Industrial Park in City Digital Construction 
To a certain extent, the development of digital industrial park decides the development of city digitalization. 
Therefore, the most important way to accelerate the construction step of digital city is to accelerate the construction 
speed of digital industrial park. The state construction department is step by step strengthening the guidance and 
management of digital industrial park construction.  
With the deepening of state informatization construction, the position of digital industrial park construction will 
be more and more obvious in digital city construction. 
3. Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment in the Industrial Park 
3.1. System Classification 
To fully understand the local conditions like the air, geography, and environment, then classify and appraise 
possible disasters to build database. Finally build the Decision Support Expert System. Such means is critical for the 
command centre to analyze the situation and give orders when facing disasters.  
But above all it is a difficult job which needs time and hard work to collect, analyze, and summarize to build the 
system. 
3.2. Appraisal on Possible Disasters 
To make correct appraisal on possible disasters is critical for generating disaster-reduction plan and building 
Decision Support Expert System. Different disasters should follow different appraisal methods: 
1) Fire and explosion accidents can be appraised by extent of result. 
2) Coal mines safety can follow quantization.  
3) Road safety can follow grey theory and fuzzy theory. 
4) Poison gas leakage risk can follow box model to appraise. 
To undertake the research of above-said appraisal methods needs the intelligence and labor of relevant field 
experts. Fulfilling the research of disaster appraisal methods is critical for industrial park construction. 
4. Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System Platform for Digital Industrial Park [3] 
4.1. Composition of Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System Platform for Digital Industrial Park 
Basically the Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System Platform for Digital Industrial Park contains 
the following content:  
1) Computer information network 
2) Database management system 
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3) Subsidiary dispatch system 
4) Geography information system 
5) Wireless dispatch communication and wired conversation system 
6) Wireless mobile data transmission system and application software 
7) Global positioning system 
8) Various surveillance and large-screen display system  
9) Voice and record system 
10) Satellite-display image real-time transmission system 
11) United command centre safety system 
12) Unattended machinery room centralized surveillance system 
13) Telemetry surveillance system 
14) Power supply management system 
4.2. Division of Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System Platform for Digital Industrial Park 
The system should integrate with voice, image, and data, based on information network, and realize organic 
cooperation of sub-systems. The system can be divided into four platforms:  
 (1) Basic Information Exchange Platform of the Industrial Park 
This system mainly realizes functions like information exchange, application integration, work flow control, 
united security system, etc. The park connects with governments, financial institutions, and enterprises through this 
system.  
 (2) Emergency Management United Command Platform of the Industrial Park 
The construction of Emergency Management United Command Platform of the Industrial Park is based on the 
Basic Information Exchange Platform. It contains manual and automatic alarm terminals, united alarm receipt and 
disposal, classified alarm disposal, command and dispatch system, command systems for cooperated departments, 
and decision assistance system. The system realized united alarm receipt, united command, and cooperation of all 
parties.  
(3) Social Integrated Service System 
The Social Integrated Service System makes use of the infrastructure of the Basic Information Exchange 
Platform of the Industrial Park. It contains user terminals, integrated service departments, relevant government 
departments and serves mainly for the public.  
(4)Electronic Geography Information Support Platform 
This platform is actually an instrumental platform. With this platform, leaders of all levels can see where a 
disaster happens. 
4.3. Response Ability Rehearsal of the Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System for Digital Industrial 
Park
The construction of such system is a systematic project. Therefore, upon completion of the system, it should be 
tested and accepted by leaders and other involved parties. And because the test and acceptance is complicated, there 
must be a specific plan of the scheme, procedures, time and cost, with the approval from the superiors.   
4.4. Response Ability Appraisal of the Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System for Digital Industrial 
Park
The appraisal shall base on the following points: 
1) Whether the critical source of hazard is concretely and specifically analyzed. 
2) Whether the Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System Platform is complete and perfect. 
3) The response speed of the system. 
4) The reliability of the system. 
5) The extendibility and accessibility of the system. 
6) The positioning ability of the system. 
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7) Excellence of voice and image.  
8) Safety of the system with access control. 
5. Existing Problems and Development Thoughts 
5.1. Position of the System 
The industrial park is a key node of a city. A command centre shall be set up according to the actual status in 
order to share information and fight against disaster by coordination. Thus, when there is an emergency, the system 
should make prompt reaction and give prompt analysis. Then report the emergency to the superior department to ask 
for instructions and support. Meanwhile, the system should announce the emergency to departments at the same 
level for coordination and cooperation, and give orders to the inferior departments. This is the right footing for the 
system design and development. [4] 
5.2. Data Integration 
The Disaster Prevention and Emergency Treatment System for Digital Industrial Park faces with great 
complicated data. So the system must be compatible of various data formats, with functions such as data format 
conversion, data filter, data compression, encryption, etc.  Moreover, the system should support transmission of data 
exchange and guarantee the data be transmitted to the target node. Even there is a system breakdown or network 
problem, the data can be saved and sent after the system recovers. And the unauthorized nodes should have no 
access to any system services. In a word, the system should be highly secured. 
5.3. Relearning of the System 
For all emergent events happened, after analyzing the record data of their resolution methods, preplans, and 
appraisals, the experts can resolve scientifically of the events and make new integration to create a more perfect 
expert system.   
5.4. Combination of Daily General Surveillance and Emergency Command 
Before a disaster comes, the system should collect, classify, and save information, in order to serve for the 
requirement whenever a disaster happens. 
When there is no disaster, the system can make daily supervision to the industrial park. For example, release 
information on line, which can boost work efficiency and provide superiors with timely and accurate services. 
5.5. Notification of Public Emergent Event 
The system shall not only be capable of normal disaster alarm, but also be capable of notifying all parties by 
modern communication ways like email, SMS, FAX, etc. 
6. Conclusion 
Due to some defects of China emergency management system, accordingly there are some defects for the 
emergency management system of the digital industrial park. But after all, the construction of such system is 
beneficial and meaningful to the society. 
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